In this paper we determine the Fischer-Clifford matrices and conjugacy classes of one of these maximal 3-local subgroupsḠ := N F i 24 ( N ) ∼ = 3 7 ·O 7 (3), where N ∼ = 3 7 is the natural orthogonal module forḠ/N ∼ = O 7 (3) with 364 subgroups of type 3B corresponding to the totally isotropic points. The groupḠ is a nonsplit extension of N by G ∼ = O 7 (3).
Introduction
LetḠ = N ·G be an extension of N by G, where N is a normal subgroup ofḠ andḠ/N ∼ = G. Letḡ ∈Ḡ be a lifting of g ∈ G under the natural homomorphism G −→ G and let [g] be a conjugacy class of elements of G with representative g. Let X(g) = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x c(g) } be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes ofḠ from the coset Nḡ whose images under the natural homomorphismḠ −→ G are in [g] and we take x 1 =ḡ. Let {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ t } be a set of representatives of the orbits ofḠ on Irr(N ) such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we haveH i = IḠ(θ i ) with the corresponding inertia factors H i and let ψ i be a projective character ofH i with the factor setᾱ i such that (ψ i ) N = θ i . By Gallagher [18] we have i -conjugacy classes of elements of H i that fuse to [g] in G. Since y k ∈ H i for 1 ≤ k ≤ r, then we define y l k ∈H i such that y lk ranges over all representatives of the conjugacy classes of elements ofH i
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which map to y k under the homomorphismH i −→ H i whose kernel is N . Now by using the formula for induced characters, we have
where is the summation over all for which y k ∼ x j inḠ. Now we define a matrix M i (g) by M i (g) = (a uv ), where 1 ≤ u ≤ r and 1 ≤ v ≤ c(g), and
Then we get (ψ i β)Ḡ(x j ) = 1≤k≤r a uvβ (y k ) .
By doing so for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t such that H i contains an element in [g] we obtain the matrix M (g) given by
. . . iregular conjugacy classes of elements of the inertia factors H i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t which fuse into [g] in G, and c(g) is the number of conjugacy classes of elements ofḠ which correspond to the cosetḡN . Then M (g) is the Fischer-Clifford matrix of G corresponding to the cosetḡN . We will see later that M (g) is a c(g) × c(g) nonsingular matrix. Let
Mt(g)
and we note that y k runs over representatives of the α −1 i -conjugacy classes of elements of H i which fuse into [g] in G. Following the notation used by Fischer [9] , Mpono [25] and Whitely [30] we denote M (g) by writing M (g) = Cl(Nḡ) = (a (i,y k ) j ), where
with columns indexed by X(g) and rows indexed by R(g). Then the partial character table ofḠ on the classes {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x c(g) } is given by
where the Fischer-Clifford matrix M (g) is divided into blocks with each block corresponding to an inertia groupH i and C i (g) is the partial projective character table of H i with the factor set α
consisting of the columns corresponding to the α
−1
iregular classes that fuse into [g] in G. We obtain the characters ofḠ by multiplying the relevant columns of the projective characters of H i with the factor set α −1 i by the rows of M (g). We can also observe that the number of irreducible characters ofḠ is the sum of numbers of projective characters of the inertia factors H i with the factor set α
In the present paper we determine Fischer-Clifford matrices and conjugacy classes of 3
7 · O 7 (3). Then the character table of 3 7 · O 7 (3) can be constructed by using these matrices and the partial character tables of the inertia factor groups.
Let K be a group and A ≤ Aut(K). Then by Brauer's theorem (see [14] ) A acts on the conjugacy classes of elements of K and on the irreducible characters of K resulting in the same number of orbits. For arithmetical properties the weights are important and hence we attach to M (g) the corresponding weights. Let x j ∈ X(g). For a fixed coset X =ḡN ∈Ḡ/N , we define m j = [NḠ(X) : CḠ(x j )].
Lemma 1.1. Suppose we have the following matrix describing the above actions:
The Fischer-Clifford matrix M (g) is partitioned row-wise into blocks, where each block corresponds to an inertia group. The columns of M (g) are indexed by X(g) and for each x j ∈ X(g), at the top of the columns of M (g), we write |CḠ(x j )| and at the bottom we write m j . The rows of M (g) are indexed by R(g) and on the left of each row we write |C Hi (y k )|, where y k fuses into [g] in G. Then, in general, we can write M (g) with corresponding weights for rows and columns as follows, where blocks corresponding to the inertia groups are separated by horizontal lines:
The following result gives the orthogonality relation for M (g). Its proof was obtained from Whitley [30] , Proposition 4.2.3.
Proof. The partial character table ofḠ at classes
. . .
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By column orthogonality of the character table ofḠ, we have
Proof.
Thus we obtain that
Hence the result.
Proposition 1.4 ([19]
, [30] 
Proof. See [25] .
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1, Proposition 1.3 and from Fischer [10] , we have the following properties:
) is square and nonsingular.
Split cosets
From now on suppose that N is an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup ofḠ andḡN = X is a fixed coset ofḠ/N ∼ = G. Let M = Cḡ = NḠ(X). We define
With this notation we have the following lemma.
(i) Let x =ḡn ∈ḡN and u ∈ N , then
which implies that
Also, since N is abelian, we obtain for all
Remark 2.2. We can easily show that X /Nḡ is abelian and X/Nḡ is a coset of X /Nḡ.
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Lemma 2.3 ([10]). The rows of the Fischer-Clifford matrix Cl(X) can be identified with restrictions of M -invariant characters of X /Nḡ to X/Nḡ.
Proof. This is Lemma 5.2 in [10] .
Remark 2.4. In the above lemma, the rows of Cl(X) will be an independent set of orbit sums, under the action of M on X /Nḡ. This observation was first given in Fischer [10] .
Definition 2.5. A coset X is said to be a split coset if it contains an element x such that M = N.CḠ(x).
Note that we do not require x ∩ N = 1 in the above definition.
Lemma 2.6 ([28]). If the extension splits, then every coset is a split coset.
Proof. Let X =ḡN and h ∈ CḠ(ḡ). Then h(ḡn)h
The following result is of fundamental importance and very helpful to fill the entries of Fischer-Clifford matrices.
Lemma 2.7 ([9]). Let X be a split coset. Then the rows of Cl(X) can be identified with M -invariant characters of N/Nḡ multiplied by a p-th root of unity.
Proof. See [9] and [28] .
Lemma 2.8. Let X =ḡN be a split coset and NḠ(X) = N CḠ(x) for x ∈ X(g).
Then we have the following:
Proof. See [28] .
Nonsplit extensions
LetḠ = N ·G be a nonsplit extension, where N is an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup ofḠ. LetḡN be a conjugacy class representative ofḠ/N and let ϕ be a representative ofḠ-orbit irreducible characters of N with the projective extension ϕ toḠ. We consider the groups ḡ N ≤Ḡ and ḡN ≤Ḡ/N.
Lemma 3.2. With the above notation, we have the following:
and β is a projective character of ḡN . 
Theorem 3.3 ([11]). Letḡ ∈Ḡ, so that ḡ N is abelian. Then ḡN ≤ Z(Ḡ/N ) and the rows of the Fischer-Clifford matrix ofḡN for regular classes of the inertia group of ϕ inḠ can be regarded as restrictions toḡN of theḠ-orbit sums of the (projective) extension ηβ to ḡ N of ϕ.
Proof. See [11] and [28] .
4. and
give us the number of fixed points k which we provide in Table  1 .
The inertia groups of 3
7 ·O 7 (3)
When O 7 (3) acts on the conjugacy classes of 3 7 it produces four orbits of lengths 1, 702, 728 and 756. Hence by Brauer's theorem (see [14] ) O 7 (3) acting on Irr(3 7 ) will also produce four orbits of lengths 1, s, t and u such that s + t + u = 2186. Now by checking the indices of the maximal subgroups of O 7 (3) given in the ATLAS, we can see that the only possibility is that s = 702, t = 728 and u = 756. We deduce that the four inertia groups areH i = [29] . We will see in Section 7 that we need to use the projective characters of H 2 = 2U 4 (3). The first step to find projective characters of a group is to find its Schur multiplier. In [15] , D. Holt has developed a package called Cohomolo for calculating Schur multipliers of finite groups which is now available in GAP. Using the Cohomolo package we obtained that the Schur multiplier of H 2 is the group C 3 × C 6 . The projective characters of H 2 with the factor set α −1 where α 3 ∼ 1, can be obtained from ordinary characters of the threefold proper covering group 3.H 2 of H 2 . We will see later in Section 7 that the projective characters of H 2 with the factor set β −1 where β 2 ∼ 1 are not required for our computations. The projective characters of H 2 are not listed here, but these are just a subset of the projective characters of U 4 (3) which are available in the ATLAS. In Section 7 we will use these projective characters to compute the irreducible characters ofḠ = 3 7 ·O 7 (3). Note that H 2 has 31 α −1 -regular classes and 31 irreducible projective characters with the factor set α −1 . 2A  2A  2B  2C  2C  2B  3A  3A  3B  3C  3C  3B  3D  3F  4A  4B  4B  4C  4C  4D  5A  5A  6A  6A  6B  6C  6C  6B  6D  6K  6E  6G  6F  6D  6G  6J  6H  6F  6I  6I  6J  6H  7A  7A  7B  7A  8A  8B  8B  8B  9A  9B  9B  9B  9C  9A  9D  9A  10A  10B  12A  12B  12B  12E  14A  14A  14B  14A  18A  18C  18B  18C  18C  18B  18D 18A 1A  1A  2A  2C  2B  2B  3A  3B  3B  3A  3C  3C  3D  3A  3E  3D  3F  3E  3G  3G  3H  3A  3I  3D  3J  3E  3K  3G  3L  3B  3M  3G  3N  3G  3O  3F  3P  3C  3Q  3F  3R  3F  3S  3G  3T  3D  3U  3E  4A  4B  4B  4D  5A  5A  6A  6E  6B  6F  6C  6D  6D  6H  6E  6G  6F  6M  6G  6L  6H  6G  6I  6M  6J  6L  6K  6I  6L  6P  6M  6I  6N  6P  6O  6J  6P  6O  6Q  6N  6R  6H  9A  9A  9B  9B  9C  9B  9D  9D  9E  9C  9F  9B  9G  9D  9H  9C  12A  12A  12B  12A  12C  12H  12D  12B  12E  12G  12F  12F  12G  12B  12H  12G  12I  12F  15A  15A  15B 15A 18A 18D Table 4 . The fusion of 2A  2B  2B  2C  3A  3A  3B  3B  3C  3C  3D  3G  4A  4A  4B  4B  4C  4D  5A  5A  6A  6H  6B  6F  6C  6G  6D  6I  6E  6J  8A  8A  9A  9B  9B  9A  10A  10A  12A  12D  12B  12C  12C  12B  13A  13A  13B  13A  13C  13B  13D  13B  20A  20A  20B  20A 7. The Fischer-Clifford matrices of 3 7 ·O 7 (3)
Having obtained the fusions of the inertia factors 2U 4 (3), 3 Tables 2, 3 and 4) together with properties of the Fischer-Clifford matrices discussed in Sections 1, 2 and 3, we are able to compute the Fischer-Clifford matrices of the nonsplit extension 3 7 ·O 7 (3). Consider the coset corresponding to the identity of O 7 (3). Clearly this is a split coset, and since the action of O 7 (3) on Irr(N ) is self-dual, we can easily determine the column weights and hence the orders of the centralizers for the classes of elements of 3 7 ·O 7 (3) corresponding to this coset. We used the results given in Sections 1, 2 and 3 to complete the entries of the rows of M (1A). We obtain four conjugacy classes of elements ofḠ = 3 7 ·O 7 (3) of orders 1, 3, 3 and 3 respectively corresponding to the identity coset. We have the following Fischer-Clifford matrix for the identity of O 7 (3): Similarly, by considering the coefficients of γ 3 in the decompositions of (ψ 2 ) N , (ψ 3 ) N and (ψ 4 ) N , we obtain that there are irreducible characters ofḠ of degrees 4368, 21840, 7280, 10920 and 65520. Let [ y 1 y 2 . . . y t ] be the transpose of the partial entries for the projective character table of H 3 = 3 5 :U 4 (2) on 1A. Then C 3 (1A)M 3 (1A) is a t × 4 matrix and we obtain that y 1 = 6, y 2 = 30, y 3 = 10, y 4 = 15 and y 5 = 90. This shows that the partial projective character table of H 3 needed, should contain charactersβ 31 ,β 32 ,β 33 ,β 34 andβ 35 of degrees 6, 30, 10, 15 and 90 respectively. Since the Schur multiplier of H 3 = 3 5 :U 4 (2) is also the cyclic group of order 6, again three distinct projective character tables occur. Now by similar arguments as for H 2 we deduce thatβ 31 ,β 32 ,β 33 ,β 34 , andβ 35 come from the ordinary characters of H 3 . Hence we need to use the ordinary characters of H 3 . The character table of H 3 = 3 5 :U 4 (2) is available in GAP [29] . Finally, by considering the coefficients of γ 4 in the decompositions of (ψ 3 ) N and (ψ 4 ) N , it can be shown that the partial projective character table of H 4 = L 4 (3) needed, contains a character of degree 1. Hence this partial projective character table comes from the ordinary characters of H 4 = L 4 (3).
To summarize, for our computations of Fischer-Clifford matrices we need to use the projective characters of H 2 = 2U 4 (3) corresponding to the factor set α −1 with
. This forces the shape of all Fischer-Clifford matrices by the results of Section 2. We produce altogether 183 conjugacy classes of elements ofḠ.
We use the results of Sections 1 and 2 to compute the entries of the FischerClifford matrices ofḠ for split cosets. The fusion ofḠ into F i 24 together with the restriction of characters of F i 24 toḠ forces the signs of the Fischer-Clifford matrices and the orders of the elements ofḠ.
For example, consider the conjugacy class 3A of O 7 (3). Let g ∈ 3A.
Since there are fusions from the α-regular class 3A of H 2 and from classes of H 3 and H 4 into 3A of O 7 (3), we deduce that the cosetḡN is a split coset. We obtain the following form of the Fischer-Clifford matrix M (3A) with the possibility of change of signs for rows: 
where
. Let 3D, 3E, 3F , 3G, 3H and 3I be conjugacy classes ofḠ, obtained by corresponding to this coset. First suppose that the above matrix is the Fischer-Clifford matrix M (3A) as it is. Then by considering the restriction of ψ 2 ∈ Irr(F i 24 ) toḠ, we notice that there will be no fusion from the 3D class ofḠ into F i 24 
Now consider the coset corresponding to the class 3B of O 7 (3). This is a nonsplit coset since there is a fusion from α-irregular class 3C of H 2 . Using Programme C, given in [1] , we find the appropriate column weights. We obtained the centralizer orders of the relevant classes by considering these column weights and by using the restriction of irreducible characters of F i 24 toḠ. We have the matrix corresponding to this coset in the following shape: Notice that the restrictions of irreducible characters of F i 24 toḠ determine the entries for the first column. We find the remaining entries of M (3B) using properties of the Fischer-Clifford matrices discussed in Sections 1 and 3. We have
We use similar types of arguments to compute all other Fischer-Clifford matrices and conjugacy classes ofḠ. The complete list of Fischer-Clifford matrices and conjugacy classes ofḠ is given in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. Please note that the fusion of elements ofḠ into F i 24 are given in the last column of Table 6 . 1A  10028164124160  1A  3A  13264767360  3A  3B  13774950720  3B  3C  14285134080  3C   2A  2A  39191040  2B  6A  19595520  6B   2B  2B  50388480  2A  6B  559872  6F  6C  699840  6A  6D  629856  6D   2C  2C  373248  2B  6E  62208  6I  6F  46656  6E  6G 31104 6D 3D  9C  472392  9A  9D  59049  9D  9E  52488  9C  3Q  52488  3E   3E  9F  472392  9A  9G  59049  9D  9H  52488  9C  3R  52488  3E   3F  3S  26244  3E  9I  13122  9E  9J  13122  9E  9K  6561  9D   3G  9L  39366  9A  9M  6561  9C  9N  6561  9E  9O  6561  9B  3T  13122  3D  9P  13122  9E  9Q  19683  9D   4A  4A  8640  4B  12A  4320  12D   4B  4B  31104  4A  12B  5184  12E  12C  3888  12B  12D  2592  12A   4C  4C  1152  4C  12E 576 12K 7A  7A  42  7B  21A  42  21C  21B  42  21D   8A  8A  48  8A  24A  24  24A   8B  8B  48  8C  24B  48  24F  24C  48  24G   9A  9R  1458  9B  9S  729  9E  9T  972  9F   9B  9U  4374  9E  9V  2187  9C  9W  2187  9D  9X  243  9F  9Y  4374  9C  9Z  4374  9A  9AA  2187  9E   9C  27A  81  27B  27B  81  27C  27C  81  27A   9D  27D  81  27C  27E  81  27B  27F  81  27A   10A  10A  120  10A  30A  60  30A   10B  10B  60  10B  30B 30 30B 12F  36C  108  36C  36D  108  36B  12U  108  12I   12G  36E  108  36C  36F  108  36A  12V  108  12J   12H  12W  72  12L  36G  36  36D   13A  13A  39  13A  39A  39  39A  39B  39  39A   13B  13B  39  13A  39C  39  39B  39D  39  39B   14A  14A  42  14B  42A  42  42B  42B  42  42C   15A  15D  45  15B  45A  45  45A  45B  45  45B   18A  18L  108  18G   18B  18M  108  18H   18C  18N  162  18C  18O  162  18E  18P  162  18A   18D  18Q  108  18F  18R  54  18D   20A  20A  60  20A  60A  60  60A  60B 60 60A
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The character table ofḠ = 3 7 ·O 7 (3) can be obtained by using the FischerClifford matrices (Table 5) , the projective characters of the inertia factors H 2 = 2U 4 (3) with the factor set α −1 and the ordinary character tables of H 3 = 3 5 :U 4 (2) and H 4 = L 4 (3) together with the fusions of H 2 , H 3 and H 4 into O 7 (3) ( Tables 3, 4 and 5). The full character table of 3 7 ·O 7 (3) which was also calculated independently by Alexander Hulpke, is available in GAP [29] .
